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EXPONENTIAL INTEGRATORS FOR LARGE SYSTEMS OF
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
MARLIS HOCHBRUCK, CHRISTIAN LUBICH, AND HUBERT SELHOFER

Abstract. We study the numerical integration of large sti systems of di erential equations by
methods that use matrix-vector products with the exponential or a related function of the Jacobian.
For large problems, these can be approximated by Krylov subspace methods, which typically converge
faster than those for the solution of the linear systems arising in standard sti integrators. The
exponential methods also o er favorable properties in the integration of di erential equations whose
Jacobian has large imaginary eigenvalues. We derive methods up to order 4 which are exact for
linear constant-coecient equations. The implementation of the methods is discussed. Numerical
experiments with reaction-di usion problems and a time-dependent Schrodinger equation are included.
Key words. Numerical integrator, high-dimensional di erential equations, matrix exponential,
Krylov subspace methods.
AMS(MOS) subject classi cations. 65L05, 65M15, 65F10.

1. Introduction. The idea to use the exponential function of the Jacobian in a
numerical integrator is by no means new, but it has mostly been regarded as rather
impractical. Since the mid-eighties, Krylov subspace approximations to the action of
the matrix exponential operator have, however, been found to be useful in Chemical
Physics [16, 20, 22] and subsequently also in other elds [6, 8, 9, 21, 24, 29]. On the
numerical analysis side, the convergence of such Krylov approximations was studied
in [4, 5, 13, 26]. It was shown in [13], and previously in [4] for the symmetric case,
that Krylov approximations to exp(A)v converge substantially faster than those for
the solution of linear systems (I A)x = v , at least unless a good preconditioner
is available. Such linear systems arise in the numerical integration of sti di erential
equations by standard integrators. For large problems, their solution often dominates
the computational work.
For nonlinear di erential equations, the exponential of the Jacobian combined
with Krylov approximations has previously been used in generalizations of Adamstype multistep methods in [8]. On the other hand, the use of matrix exponentials has
for a long time been prominent in the exponential tting literature, see e.g. [7, 17],
and [1, 2] as recent examples.
In this paper, we study new numerical methods for the integration of large sti
systems of nonlinear initial value problems
(1.1)

y 0 = f (y );

y (t0 ) = y0 :

The methods proposed here use matrix-vector multiplications '(A)v , where A is the
Jacobian of f ,  is related to the step size, and '(z ) = (ez 1)=z . This choice allows
us to obtain methods that are exact for constant-coecient linear problems
(1.2)

y0 = Ay + b :
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We remark that Krylov subspace approximations to '(A)v converge about as fast as
those for exp(A)v , see [13].
Potential advantages for exponential integrators can thus originate from two different sources: Computing '(A)v can be less expensive than solving (I A)x = v ,
and the exponential integration method itself may behave more favorably than standard integrators. The latter case occurs in particular for mildly nonlinear di erential equations whose Jacobian has large imaginary eigenvalues, e.g., wave equations,
Schrodinger equations, exible mechanical systems, and oscillatory electric circuits.
Standard sti integrators either damp high frequencies or map them to one and the
same frequency (or nearly so) in the discretization, neither of which may be desirable.
In Section 2 we give some simple methods of order 2 that are exact for (1.2) or
for linear second-order di erential equations. They include new symmetric methods,
which appear useful for long-time integration of conservative, time-reversible problems.
In Section 3 we consider a class of methods that would reduce to explicit RungeKutta methods if '(z ) = (ez 1)=z were replaced by '(z )  1, and to RosenbrockWanner methods for '(z ) = 1=(1 z ). We give order conditions, both for exact and
inexact Jacobian, and derive sucient and necessary conditions to ensure that (1.2)
is solved exactly.
In Section 4 we extend the methods to di erential-algebraic systems. We derive
order conditions up to order 3 for such problems and for singularly perturbed systems.
In Section 5 we construct methods of classical order 4 which are exact for (1.2)
and have further favorable properties when applied to sti problems. In particular,
we use a reformulation that reduces the computational work for the Krylov processes.
Section 6 deals with implementation issues. Important topics are how to take into
account the computational work and storage requirements of the Krylov process in
the step size control, and when to stop the Krylov process.
Based on the considerations of Sections 5 and 6, we have written a code exp4,
which can be obtained via anonymous ftp from na.uni-tuebingen.de in the directory
pub/codes/exp4.
In Section 7 we describe numerical experiments with this code for reaction-di usion
problems and for a Schrodinger equation with time-dependent Hamiltonian, which
show both the scope and the limitations of using Krylov approximations in exponential integrators.
In a nal section we discuss conclusions and perspectives for the methods proposed
in this article.
We will describe the methods only for autonomous di erential equations (1.1). For
non-autonomous problems y 0 = f (t; y ), the methods should be applied to the extended
formally autonomous system obtained by adding the trivial di erential equation t0 = 1.
The methods are then exact for linear di erential equations whose inhomogeneity is
linear in t.

2. Simple methods of order 2.
2.1. The exponentially tted Euler method. The prototype exponential

method, which seems to have appeared repeatedly in the literature under various
disguises, is
(2.1)

y1 = y0 + h'(hA)f (y0 ) ;
2

where h is the step size, A = f 0 (y0 ), and

z
'(z) = e z 1 :

(2.2)

The method is of order 2, and exact for linear di erential equations (1.2).
2.2. A symmetric exponential method. For long-time integration of conservative problems, time reversibility is an important property. A symmetric method of
order 2 is given by the two-step formula

yn+1 yn = ehA (yn 1 yn ) + 2h'(hA)f (yn);
with A = f 0 (yn ) and ' given by (2.2). The method is exact for linear problems (1.2)
provided that the starting values y0 and y1 are exact. The method can be viewed
as a generalization of the explicit midpoint rule, to which it reduces for A = 0. The
characteristic roots of the method applied to y 0 = y are eh and 1 which shows that
(2.3)

the method is A-stable. The oscillatory error component ( 1)n can be eliminated by
taking the average of two successive values, (yn + yn+1 )=2, as an approximation to
y (tn + h=2).
2.3. A cosine method for second-order di erential equations. We now
consider

y00 = f (y );

(2.4)

y (0) = y0 ; y 0(0) = y00 :

For the linear problem

y00 = Ay + b

(2.5)
the exact solution satis es
(2.6)

y (t + h) 2y (t) + y (t h) = h2 (h2A)(Ay(t) + b) ;

with the entire function
(z ) = cos

p z 1
z=2 :

This motivates the scheme
(2.7)

yn+1 2yn + yn 1 = h2 (h2A)f (yn ) ;

with A = f 0 (yn ), which is a symmetric method of order 2 for (2.4). Because of (2.6),
the scheme is exact for linear problems (2.5).
Derivative approximations that are exact for (2.5) are obtained via
(2.8)

yn0 +1 yn0 1 = 2h(h2A)f (yn);

where

p z
z :

(z) = sinp
3

3. Higher-order exponential one-step methods: Order conditions and
stability. In this section we study a general class of exponential integration methods

introduced in [13]. Starting with y0 as an approximation to y (t0), an approximation
to y (t0 + h) is computed via
(3.1)

0
1
i 1
X
ki = '( hA) @f (ui) + hA
ij kj A ;

(3.2)

ui = y0 + h

(3.3)

y1 = y 0 + h

i 1
X
j =1
s
X
i=1

j =1

i = 1; : : :; s

ij kj

bi ki :

Here A = f 0 (y0 ), and ; ij ; ij ; bi, with ij = ij = 0 for i  j , are the coecients that
determine the method. The internal stages u1; : : :; us can be computed one after the
other, with one multiplication by '( hA) and a function evaluation at each stage. The
scheme would become an explicit Runge-Kutta method for '(z )  1 (and ij  0), and
a Rosenbrock-Wanner method for the choice '(z ) = 1=(1 z ). As in the exponential
Euler method (2.1), we choose instead the function (2.2).
3.1. Order conditions when using the exact Jacobian. Our aim now is to
construct higher-order methods. The order conditions for the exponential methods
can be derived similarly to Rosenbrock-Wanner methods, see, e.g., [12, Section IV.7].
Therefore, we only state the conditions here. For abbreviation we de ne
(3.4)
ij := ij + ij :
Theorem 3.1. An exponential method (3:1){(3:3) with A = f 0 (y0 ) is of order p
i
s
X

j =1

bj j ( ) = P ( )

for elementary di erentials  up to order p. Here, j ( ) and the polynomials P ( )
are listed in Table 3:1 for p  5.
The only di erence to the order conditions for Rosenbrock-Wanner methods is in
the polynomials P ( ).
Theorem 3.2. The method (3:1){(3:3) is exact for linear di erential equations
(1:2), i for all n = 1; 2; 3; : : :

X





 



1
bj1 j1 ;j2 j2 ;j3 : : : jn 1 ;jn = n1 n 1 1
(3.5)
   12
(1 ):
n 2
These conditions can be ful lled if is the reciprocal of an integer. Then only a nite
number of these conditions are needed. The others are satis ed automatically because
for suciently large n, both sides of (3.5) then vanish.
Proof. For the linear problem (1.2), both the exact and the numerical solution
depend analytically on h. Since only the elementary di erentials f , f 0 f , f 0f 0 f , f 0 f 0f 0 f ,
: : : are nonvanishing for (1.2), it thus suces to show that their order conditions are
given by (3.5). Like for Rosenbrock methods, one obtains that they are of the form
X
bj1 j1 ;j2 j2 ;j3 : : : jn 1;jn = Pn 1 ( );
(3.6)

4

Elementary
di erential 

f
f 0f
f 00 (f; f )
f 0f 0f
f 000(f; f; f )
f 00 (f 0f; f )
f 0 f 00 (f; f )
f 0f 0f 0f
f (4)(f; f; f; f )
f 000(f 0 f; f; f )
f 00 (f; f 00(f; f ))
f 00 (f 0f 0 f; f )
f 00 (f 0f; f 0 f )
f 0 f 000(f; f; f )
f 0 f 00 (f 0f; f )
f 0 f 0 f 00(f; f )
f 0f 0f 0f 0f

j ( )

P ( )

1P

1
1=2(1 )
1=3
1=3(1=2 )(1 )
1=4
1=8 =6
1=12 =6
1=4(1=3 )(1=2 )(1 )
1=5
1=10 =8
1=15
1=30 =8 + 2=9
1=20 =8 + 2=12
1=20 =8
1=40 5 =48 + 2=12
1=60 =12 + 2=9
1=5(1=4 )(1=3 )(1=2 )(1

Pk jk
Pk;l jk jl
Pk;l jk kl
Pk;l;m jk jl jm
Pk;l;m jk kl jm
Pk;l;m jk kl km
Pk;l;m jk kl lm
P jk jl jm jp
P jk kl jm jp
P jk kl km jp
P jk kl lm jp
P jk kl jm mp
P jk kl km kp
P jk kl lm kp
P jk kl lm lp
jk kl lm mp

)

Table 3.1

Order conditions for exponential methods up to order 5

where Pn 1 is a polynomial of degree at most n 1 which depends on the choice of
' but not on the method coecients. It remains to show that Pn 1 ( ) is given by

the right-hand side of (3.5). If = 0, then the method applied to (1.2) is just a
Runge-Kutta method with coecients jk and weights bi . From the order conditions
for Runge-Kutta methods, we thus have
Pn 1 (0) = 1=n! :
The exponential Euler method (2.1) is a one-stage method (3:1){(3:3) with b1 = 1,
11 = 0, and with = 1. Obviously,
X
bj1 j1 ;j2 j2 ;j3 : : : jn 1 ;jn = 0
(3.7)
for n > 1 for this method. Since we already know that the exponential Euler method
is exact for (1.2) we conclude from (3.6) that
Pn 1 (1) = 0 for n > 1 :
Similarly, two consecutive steps of the exponential Euler method with step size h=2
can be viewed as one step of a two-stage method (3:1){(3:3) with = 1=2. For such
a method, (3.7) is valid for n > 2. As before, we conclude from (3.6) that
Pn 1 (1=2) = 0 for n > 2 :
Continuing this argument for 3; 4; : : : steps of the exponential Euler method with step
sizes h=3; h=4; : : :, we obtain
Pn 1 (1=j ) = 0 for j < n :
5

Elementary j ( )
di erential 
f
1P

f 0f

P ( )

Pk jk
Pk jk
Pk;l jk
Pk;l jk
Pk;l jk
Pk;l jk

Af
f 00(f; f )
f 0f 0 f
f 0Af
Af 0f
AAf

1
1=2

jl
kl
kl
kl
k;l jk kl

=2

1=3
1=6

=4
=4
2=3

Table 3.2

Order conditions for exponential W-methods up to order 3

It follows that Pn 1 ( ) is given by the right-hand side of (3.5).
3.2. Order conditions for inexact Jacobians. One may also want to use the
method with an approximate Jacobian A. This requires further restrictions on the
method parameters. For order 3 the conditions are given in Table 3.2. They are the
same as for W-methods, see [12, p. 124], except for di erent polynomials in .
If the rst ve conditions of Table 3.2 are satis ed, then the method is of order 3
when A f 0 (y0 ) = O(h), cf. [15] for the analogous situation in W-methods.
3.3. Stability. When the method is exact for linear di erential equations, it is
trivially A-stable. Much more can then in fact be shown about stability, including
the practical situation where '( hA)v is computed only approximately. Consider a
perturbed method (3.1){(3.3) applied to the linear problem (1.2):





kei = '( hA) Aye0 + b + hA Pij=11 ij kej + i
ye1 = ye0 + h Psi=1 bi kei :
Here, i is a perturbation at the ith stage, and ye0 is a perturbed starting value.
Subtracting from the unperturbed scheme yields for the error "1 = ye1 y1





P
`i = '( hAP
) A"0 + hA ij =11 ij `j + i
"1 = "0 + h si=1 bi`i ;

where `j = kej kj and "0 = ye0 y0 . It is easy to see that

"1 = ehA "0 + h

s
X
i=1

bi ps i (e hA I ) i ;

where pk (z ) is a polynomial of degree k with pk (0) = 1, whose coecients are products
of ij = . In particular, when the numerical range of A is contained in the left halfplane, then we have the stable error recurrence

k"1k  k"0k + Ch
6

s
X
i=1

kik :

The stability analysis could be extended to nonlinear problems y 0 = Ay + g (y ) with
Lipschitz-bounded g , to singularly perturbed problems, and to nonlinear parabolic
problems in a similar way to what has been done for Rosenbrock methods, cf. [10, 18,
30].

4. Exponential methods for di erential-algebraic and singularly perturbed problems. As with Rosenbrock-Wanner methods [12, Section VI.3], the

method (3.1){(3.3) can be extended to di erential-algebraic equations

y0 = f (y; z)
0 = g (y; z );

(4.1)

gz invertible

by applying it formally to the singularly perturbed di erential equation

y 0 = f (y; z)
z0 = g (y; z)

(4.2)

and letting  ! 0 in the scheme. This will give us the following method:
(4.3)

ki
li

!

=

"

I

#"

0

gz 1 gy I

'( hB)
0

#"

0

( hgz )

1

#

fz gz 1 
I

I

0

8
i 1
< f (ui; vi) ! " fy fz # X
: g(ui; vi) + h gy gz j=1

ij

!9
ki = ;
li ;

where B = fy fz gz 1gy , where the Jacobians are evaluated at (y0 ; z0), and where ui
and vi are de ned by

!

ui
vi

(4.4)
Finally we set

y1
z1

(4.5)

=

!

!

i 1
y0 + h X
z0
j =1

ij

kj
lj

!

s
y0 + h X
ki
b
i
z0
li
i=1

=

!

!

:

:

The derivation uses the auxiliary assumption that the eigenvalues of gz have negative
real part. The Jacobian of (4.2) is block diagonalized by

X=
viz.,

"

"

I + O()
fz gz 1 + O(2)
1
I + O()
gz gy + O()

#

"

B + O()
fy fz
1 gy 1 gz = X
0



#

 g 1 + O((  )2)
h z
h
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;

0
1 g + O(1) X
z


Since

'( h gz ) =

#

;

1

:

the method (3.1){(3.3) applied to (4.2) reads
!
"
0
ki = X '( hB ) + O(h)
 )2)

1
g
+
0
li
h z ! O((
h
8
"
< f (ui; vi)
fy
+
h
1
1
:  g(ui; vi)
 gy
We note that

"

#

I 0 X
0 I

1

"

# "

I 0 = I
0
0 1 I

#

X

1

#i 1
fz X
1 gz

j =1

9

ij

!
ki = :
li ;

#

fz gz 1 + O() :
I

For  ! 0, these formulas lead to the above method (4.3).
Remark. The matrix B need not be computed when one uses Krylov methods
to approximate '( hB )u. Matrix vector multiplications with B are cheap when the
action of gz 1 is inexpensive to compute. For example, this is the case in constrained
mechanical systems, cf. [12, p. 542],
q0 = v
v!0 = a
#
!
"
a = (q; v ) :
M G(q )T
G(q ) 0

(q; v )
Here, q and v are position and velocity variables, respectively, a is acceleration
and #
"
T
M
G
represents the Lagrange multipliers. In this system, gz corresponds to G 0 .
In suitable multibody formulations, linear equations with this matrix can be solved in
an amount of work proportional to the dimension.
When the exponential method is exact for linear di erential equations with constant inhomogeneity, then method (4.3){(4.5) is exact for linear di erential-algebraic
equations
y0 = Fy y + Fz z + b
0 = Gy y + Gz z + c
with constant matrices Fy ; Fz ; Gy ; Gz (Gz invertible) and constant vectors b; c. Apart
from a direct calculation, this may be seen as follows: When the eigenvalues of Gz
have negative real part, the exactness is again obtained by letting  ! 0 in the singularly perturbed problem, which is solved exactly by the method. From this case, the
exactness in the general situation of invertible Gz follows by analytical continuation.
In general, the application of this scheme to di erential-algebraic equations results
in an order reduction to order 2, unless the method coecients satisfy additional
conditions.
Theorem 4.1. The method (4:3){(4:5) is convergent of order 3 for the di erentialalgebraic equation (4:1) if it satis es the order conditions of Table 3:1 up to order 3,
(3:5), and in addition
X
(4.6)
bj !jk kl km = 1
j;k;l;m

where [!jk ] = ( + I ) 1 with = [ jk ].
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The additional order condition is the same as for Rosenbrock methods applied to
(4.1) [12, p. 446]. Instead of giving a cumbersome formal proof of the theorem, we make
the reappearance of condition (4.6) for exponential methods plausible as follows: Like
the order conditions of Section 3, also the di erential-algebraic order conditions are of
the same form as for Rosenbrock methods, but possibly with di erent right-hand sides
involving . We know that the theorem is valid for '(z ) = 1=(1 z ). The appearance
of the !jk is related only to the term ( hgz ) 1 in (4.3), which is independent of '.
The terms jk are also unrelated to '( hB ). Therefore, the condition remains the
same as for Rosenbrock methods.
The di erential-algebraic order condition (4.6) is important not only for di erentialalgebraic systems but also for sti di erential equations. For example, the third-order
error bound of Rosenbrock methods for singularly perturbed problems (4.2) in Theorem 1 (case r = 3) of [10] can be shown to be valid also for exponential methods.

5. Construction of fourth-order methods.
5.1. Reduced methods. We recall that one step of the exponential method

evaluated in the form (3.1){(3.3) contains s multiplications of '( hA) with a vector.
Since this vector is di erent in each of these s steps, the approximation with a Krylov
subspace method requires the construction of bases of s Krylov spaces with respect
to the same matrix A but with di erent vectors. This turns out to be prohibitively
expensive. One may think of exploiting techniques for solving linear systems with
multiple right-hand sides [25, 27], but in our experiments the savings achieved were
minor. Therefore, we will present an alternative formulation of the method.
A key point for the construction of ecient methods is that one can compute
'(jz), j = 2; 3; : : :, recursively from '(z):



(5.1)



'(2z) = 21 z'(z) + 1 '(z)
'(3z) = 23 (z'(z) + 1) '(2z) + 31 '(z)
'(4z) = : : :

Once we have computed '( hA), we can thus compute '(j hA)v for any integer j > 1
with the expense of matrix vector multiplications.
The recurrence (5.1) is equally useful for the more interesting case where '(j hA)v
is approximated by Krylov methods. The Krylov subspace approximation is of the
form
(5.2)

'(A)v  Vm'(Hm)e1  kv k2

where Vm = [v1; : : :; vm] is the matrix containing the Arnoldi (or Lanczos) basis of the
mth Krylov subspace with respect to A and v , and Hm is the orthogonal (oblique)
projection of A to the mth Krylov subspace, which is an m  m upper Hessenberg
(block tridiagonal, respectively) matrix. Further, e1 is the rst m-dimensional unit
vector.
The iteration number m is typically very small compared to the dimension of
the matrix A, so that the matrix '( hHm) can be computed quite cheaply (see x6 for
details). Then the recurrence (5.1) can be used to compute '(j hHm)e1 by performing
matrix vector multiplications with the small matrices Hm and '( hHm). If we denote
9

the identity matrix of dimension m by Im , then
'(2A)v  Vm' (2Hm)e1 kv k2

= Vm 21 Hm '(Hm) + Im '(Hm)e1 kv k2


'(3A)v  Vm 23 (Hm '(Hm) + Im ) '(2Hm) + 31 '(Hm) e1 kv k2 :
We can exploit the recurrences (5.1) by reformulating the method. For this we
introduce auxiliary vectors
(5.3)

di = f (ui) f (y0 ) hA

s
X

j =1

ij kj :

Note that for A = f 0 (y0 ), this corresponds to a rst-degree Taylor expansion of f
around y0 . Hence the vectors di are usually small in norm and would vanish for linear
f . With (3.4) and (5.3) we have

ki = k1 + '( hA)di + '( hA)hA

s
X

j =1

ij kj :

Because of (5.1) we can choose kl such that for = 1=n and i = 1; : : :; n
ki = '(i hA)f (y0);
(5.4)
knj +i = k1 + '(i hA)dnj +i; j  1:
All the coecients kl are uniquely determined by (5.4). In order to apply the recurrence formulas (5.1) in (5.4) we further choose
i = 1; : : :; n; j; l  1
nj +i;l = nj +1;l ;
which gives
unj +i = unj +1 ;
i = 1; : : :; n; j  1:
dnj +i = dnj +1 ;
This reduces the number of f -evaluations and of evaluations of '( hA) by a factor of
n compared to the general scheme (3.1){(3.3). This is particularly important when
this reduced method is combined with a Krylov process for approximating '( hA)v
since in this case we need to compute a basis of a new Krylov space only at every
nth intermediate step. Moreover, since the vectors di are usually small in norm, the
Krylov approximation of '(i hA)dnj +1 (j  1) typically takes only few iterations to
achieve the required accuracy. The cost for building up the Krylov space of A with
respect to the vector f (y0 ) thus dominates the computational cost.
We note nally that we can reorganize the computations in (5.4) as
k~i = ki = '( ni hA)f (y0 )
(5.5)
k~nj +i = knj +i k1 = '( ni hA)dnj +1
for i = 1; : : :; n and j  1, and we can use the values k~l in (3.2) and (3.3), with
appropriately modi ed weights:
(
P
+
k;l
m>n k;m l = 1
~ k;l =
l>1
k;l
10

and
~bl =

(5.6)

(

bl + Pm>n bm l = 1
bl
l>1:

5.2. Methods of order 4. Next we show that the reduced scheme proposed
above still allows the construction of higher-order methods. Here, we concentrate on
= 1=2 and = 1=3 and start with a 3-stage method for = 1=2 that uses 2 function
evaluations per step. The parameters kl satisfying (5.4) are given by
3
2
0 0 0
= 64 1=4 0 0 75 :
0 0 0

To ful ll the conditions for order 4, there remain two free parameters 3;1 ; 3;2, and the
weights bj , j = 1; : : :; 4. The order conditions from Table 3.1 have a unique solution

3

2
0
= 64 0

0 0
0 0 75 ;
3=8 3=8 0

bT = ( 16=27; 1; 16=27) :

This yields the scheme

(5.7)

k1
k2
w3
u3
d3
k3
y1

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

'( 21 hA)f (y0)
'(hA)f (y0)
3
8 (k1 + k2 )
y0 + hw3
f (u3 ) f (y0 ) hAw3
'( 12 hA)d3
y0 + h(k2 + 16
27 k3) :

On k3 we have omitted the tilde corresponding to (5.5). This method is of order 4,
and exact for linear di erential equations (1.2). However, it is only of rst order when
used with inexact Jacobian and of second order when applied to DAEs. Moreover,
it is impossible to construct an embedded method of order 3, which makes it hard
to perform a reliable estimation of local errors for step size control. The only cheap
variant is to use the exponential Euler method (2.1), which is only of order 2 and thus
tends to overestimate the local error.
The method (5.7) with embedded (2.1) is however of interest as a very economical
method in situations where the time step is not restricted by accuracy, but only by
the convergence of the Krylov process for computing '(hA)f (y0). We note that k3
is usually well approximated in a low dimensional Krylov space, because d3 is often
much smaller in norm than f (y0 ).
A more sophisticated method can be constructed with = 1=3 and s = 7, using
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3 function evaluations per step. The parameters for (5.4) are given by

2
66
66
6
= 66
66
64

0
0
1=6 0
1=9 2=9 0
0 0 0 0
1=6 0 0 1=6 0
1=3 0 0 1=9 2=9 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

3
77
77
77
77 :
77
5

With these parameters kl , all the order conditions (3.5) for linear problems are satis ed automatically for n  4.
For our method we choose to evaluate the function f at both end points and at
the middle of the time interval, i.e.,
3
X

j =1

6
X

1
4;j := 2 ;

j =1

7;j

:= 1 :

The solution is obtained by rst solving the order condition up to order 4 from Table 3.1. The equations for f 00 (f; f ) and f 0 f immediately yield b3 = 1 and b2 = 0. Next
the conditions for f 0 f 0 f , f 000(f; f; f ), f 0 f 00 (f; f ) and (4.6) result in a linear system with
four equations for the unknowns bj , j = 4; : : :; 7. This system has the unique solution
b4 = b6 = 1, b5 = 4=3, b7 = 1=6, which also satis es the second order W-condition.
From the equation for f we obtain b1 = 5=6. It remains to ful ll the equation for
f 00(f 0 f; f ), and further we satisfy the third-order W-condition for f 0f 0f in order to
obtain order 3 when the approximation to the Jacobian is O(h) close to the true Jacobian. This yields 4;2 = 5=4 4;3 1=2 7;2 7;3 and 7;4 = 7;5 7;6 + 2. We
still have some freedom so that we can solve the fth-order conditions for f 000(f 0 f; f; f )
and f 00 (f 0f 0 f; f ). This gives 7;2 = 2=5 + 4 4;3 and 7;3 = 2 4;3 + 13=20. Since no
other fth-order conditions can be satis ed, we now minimize
3
X

6
2 +X 2
4;j
7;j
j =1
j =1

which yields 4;3 = 37=300 and 7;5 = 7;6 = 2=3.
This construction gives us the following method:

(5.8)

k1
k2
k3
w4
u4
d4
k4
k5
k6
w7

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

'( 13 hA)f (y0 )
'( 32 hA)f (y0 )
'(hA)f (y0)
7
97
37
300 k1 + 150 k2 300 k3
y0 + hw4
f (u4) f (y0 ) hAw4
'( 13 hA)d4
'( 32 hA)d4
'(hA)d4
7
269
2
59
300 k1 75 k2 + 300 k3 + 3 (k4 + k5 + k6 )
12

u7
d7
k7
y1

y0 + hw7
f (u7) f (y0 ) hAw7
'( 31 hA)d7
y0 + h(k3 + k4 43 k5 + k6 + 61 k7)
Again, we have omitted the tilde on k4 ; : : :; k7 as used in (5.5). We summarize the
=
=
=
=

properties of this method in a theorem.
Theorem 5.1. The scheme (5:8) is of order 4 for di erential equations (1:1),
and exact for linear di erential equations (1:2). It converges of order 3 for di erentialalgebraic equations (4:1) and to smooth solutions of singularly perturbed problems (4:2)
uniformly for   h2 . For di erential equations (1:1), it is of second order when used
with inexact Jacobian, and of order 3 when the approximation to the Jacobian is O(h)
close to the true Jacobian.
The method satis es three of the order-5 conditions. The residuals of the other
order-5 conditions appear to be rather small, the largest one being 0:1.
Although the scheme (5.8) is a 7-stage method, it requires only three function
evaluations. When using Krylov approximations, the computational cost is dominated
by computing k1. As discussed before, the reason is that k2, k3, k5, and k6 can be
computed recursively from (5.1) or the more stable recurrence (6.2) below, and that
k4 to k7 are typically well approximated in very low dimensional Krylov subspaces,
because d4 and d7 are usually much smaller in norm than f (y0 ). For these reasons, and
because of its superior theoretical properties, we prefer (5.8) to a \standard" 3-stage
fourth-order scheme of type (3.1){(3.3).
5.3. Embedded methods. We have constructed two embedded methods with
di erent properties for the scheme (5.8). The rst one is of order 3 for di erential
equations (1.1) and di erential-algebraic equations (4.1), and exact for linear equations
(1.2). Solving the third-order conditions of Table 3.1 and condition (4.6), and choosing
b6 = b7 = 1=2 gives the embedded scheme
(5.9)

yb1 = y0 + h(k3

1k
2 4

2 k5 + 1 k6 + 1 k7) :
3
2
2

This method does not satisfy the fourth-order conditions, except that for f 0 f 0 f 0 f . It
is however only of order 1 as a W-method, i.e., when used with inexact Jacobian.
The second embedded method is of order two as a W-method. It is not exact for
linear di erential equations (1.2), and it does not satisfy the third-order conditions of
Table 3.1. It reads
(5.10)

ye1 = y0 + h( k1 + 2k2 k4 + k7):

5.4. Dense output. Like for Runge-Kutta and Rosenbrock methods, a continuous numerical solution y (t0 + h) is de ned via
y1 () = y0 + h

s
X
i=1

bi ()ki

with polynomials bi satisfying bi (0) = 0 and bi (1) = bi . This approximation is of order
p, i. e.,

y (t0 + h) y1() = O(hp+1 ) ;
13

i

s
X
i=1

bi()i( ) =  P ( )

for all elementary di erentials  of order   p, see [12, p. 452].
For the 3-stage method (5.7) a continuous numerical solution of order 3 is given
by
16 2
27  );

b1() = (1 
b2() = 2 ;
3
b3() = 16
27  :

For the 7-stage method (5.8) a continuous numerical solution of order 3, which is also
of order 3 for di erential-algebraic equations and of order 2 when used with inexact
Jacobian, is given by

b1()
b2()
b3()
b4()
b5()
b6()
b7()

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

(1 27  + 53 2 );
2(1 );
3 ;
2(2 34  + 13 2 );
4 4
3 ;
4 ;
2 ( 21 + 23 ):

The actual computation uses

y1 () = y0 + h

s
X
~
i=1

bi ()k~i

where ~bi () are de ned as in (5.6) and k~i are the ki from (5.8).

6. Implementation issues.
6.1. Step size control. The step size control for the scheme (5.8) uses the two

embedded methods proposed in Section 5.3. As an estimate for the local error, we
choose the minimum of the local error estimates of these two methods. A step size
selection strategy due to Gustafsson, see [12, p. 31{35] and the Radau5 code [12,
p. 550 ], then yields a new step size proposal herr .
However, if Krylov subspace methods are used to approximate the matrix exponential operator, then in addition to the local error estimate it is necessary to take the
work and storage requirements of the Krylov process into account. We propose the
following strategy: First choose a suitable \window" [; M ] for the number of Krylov
steps m required in the approximation of k1 ; k2; k3 (recall that in reduced methods,
the overall work of the Krylov processes is dominated by this rst Krylov process).
In this window we choose a desirable number of Krylov steps mopt. We preserve the
actual step size h of the integration method whenever m 2 [; M ]. If m > M the new
14

Krylov step size is reduced until the required accuracy is achieved with an m 2 [; M ].
If m <  in two consecutive steps, we set

 
hkry = h mmopt ;

where we have found = 1=3 as a reasonable value in our numerical experiments. It
also turned out that a more drastical enlargement of the step size is possible if m is
very small for more than two consecutive steps. For example we used

hkry = 2j 1 h
if m < 4 in the last j time steps.
Finally we choose the new step size as

hnew = minfherr ; hkry g :

6.2. Savings from previous steps. The scheme may reuse the Jacobian of a

previous time step as an approximation to the actual Jacobian. This is done if the
local error of the embedded method (5.10) is acceptable and in addition hkry  herr ,
i.e., the step size is determined by the Krylov process.
Further savings can be achieved if the Jacobian A and the step size h are the same
as in the previous time step. We then write

kj (tn) = kj (tn 1 ) + '(j hA) (f (yn ) f (yn 1 )) ;

j = 1; 2; 3 :

If f (yn ) is close to f (yn 1 ), then the initial vector for the Krylov process is small in
norm and thus the Krylov process becomes less expensive.
6.3. Stopping criterion for the Krylov method. We need to decide when
the Krylov approximation (5.2) is to be considered suciently accurate. Since exact
errors are inaccessible, the stopping criterion in the iterative solution of linear systems
(I A)x = v is usually based on the residual

rm() = v (I A)xm
instead of the error of the mth iterate

em () = xm x :
For Galerkin-type methods like FOM and BiCG, the residual vectors can be computed
from

rm() = kv k2  hm+1;m [(I Hm) 1]m;1  vm+1 ;
where hm+1;m is the (m +1; m) entry of Hm+1 , and [  ]m;1 denotes the (m; 1)-entry of a
matrix. Using Cauchy's integral formula, the error of the mth Krylov approximation
to '(A)v can be written as
Z
m = Vm '(Hm)e1  kv k2 '(A)v = 21i '() em() d ;
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where is a contour enclosing the eigenvalues of A and Hm , cf. [13]. Thus, the
error m can be interpreted as a linear combination of errors em () of linear systems.
Replacing em () by rm () in this formula, we get a generalized residual
Z
1
m = 2i '() rm() d = kv k2  hm+1;m ['(Hm)]m;1 vm+1 ;
which can be computed at no additional cost. This suggests to use m instead of the
unknown error m in the stopping criterion. The use of m was also proposed by Saad
[26], who used a di erent derivation that is plausible only for small kAk.
In the scheme (5.8), the Krylov approximations to kj are multiplied by the step
size h. It is therefore reasonable to stop the iteration if

h kmktol < 1 ;

(6.1)

where k  ktol is the weighted norm used in the integrator:

!1=2
N
X
1
2
kdktol = N (di=wi)
i=1

with wi = atoli + max(jyn;i j; jyn 1;ij)  rtol, where atoli and rtol are the given absolute
and relative error tolerances.
In our numerical experiments we found that (6.1) is on the safe side, but sometimes
rather pessimistic. Then it may pay o to apply an idea attributed to Shampine in [12,
p. 134], which consists in using a smoothed residual (I A) 1 m instead of the true
residual. Since solving a linear system with coecient matrix (I A) is prohibitively
expensive when A is large, one can perform a smoothing in the m-dimensional subspace
and use

h  kv k2  hm+1;m j[(I Hm) 1 '(Hm)]m;1j  kvm+1 ktol < 0:1
instead of (6.1) for m  5, say. For smaller m, this criterion may be overly optimistic
when A has large norm.
6.4. Computation of '(Hm). To reduce the computational costs, we evaluate
'(Hm) only when m gures in an index sequence, e.g., m 2 f1; 2; 3; 4; 6; 8; 11; 15; 20;
27; 36; 48g. This sequence is chosen such that the computation of '(Hm ) is about as
expensive as the total of the previously computed '(Hj ), since the computation of
'(Hm) requires O(m3) arithmetic operations.
If A is Hermitian, then Hm is Hermitian tridiagonal. In this case, one can simply
diagonalize Hm .
In the non-Hermitian case, we suggest to use Pade approximation similarly to the
third method described in [19] to compute the matrix exponential. Here, the matrix
is rst scaled by a factor of 2 k such that k2 k Hm k < 1=2. Then we evaluate the
(6; 6) Pade approximation to '(z ) for the scaled matrix:
5 2
1 z3 + 1 z4 + 1 z5 + 1 z6
1
13
5720
205920
8648640
'(z) = 11+ 266zz++1565 zz 2 + 858
5 z3 + 1 z4
1 z 5 + 1 z 6 + O(z ) :
13

52

429

1144

16

25740

1235520

Next, '(Hm) is computed recursively from '(2 k Hm ) by applying the following
coupled recurrences:

'(2z) = 21 (ez + 1)'(z)
e2z = ez ez :

(6.2)

This recurrence is stable for all z in the left half-plane, whereas (5.1) becomes unstable
for large jz j because of the multiplication with z .
Alternatively, in the non-Hermitian case, one can use a formula due to Saad [26,
Section 2.3]:

"

# "

exp Hm e1 = exp(Hm) '(Hm)e1
0

0

0

1

#

:

This appears favorable when the dimension m is not too small.
7. Numerical experiments. We have implemented the method (5.8) with (and
without) Krylov approximations in a Matlab code exp4. The program is written in
the format used in the Matlab ODE suite [28], which is available via anonymous ftp
on ftp.mathworks.com in the pub/mathworks/toolbox/matlab/funfun directory. The
code exp4 can be obtained from na.uni-tuebingen.de in the pub/codes/exp4 directory.
A C version of exp4 is also available from this ftp site.

7.1. A reaction-di usion equation with nonsti chemical reaction: the
Brusselator. To illustrate the behavior of the exponential integrator with Krylov

approximations to '( hA)v in the transition from a nonsti to a sti problem, we
have chosen the two-dimensional Brusselator [11, pp. 248 ]:

@u = 1 + u2 v 4u + u
@t
@v = 3u u2 v + v
@t

for 0  x; y  1 together with Neumann boundary conditions
and initial conditions

@v = 0
@n

@u = 0;
@n

u(x; y; 0) = 0:5 + y;

v (x; y; 0) = 1 + 5x :
The Laplacian is discretized on a uniform 100  100 grid by central di erences, so
that the dimension of the resulting ODE problem is 20; 000. The eigenvalues of the
discretized Laplacian lie between 80; 000 and zero. We present numerical experiments with three di erent values of the di usion coecient = 2  10 4 , 2  10 3,
2  10 2 , which mark the transition from a nonsti to a sti problem. The solution of
the problem for = 2  10 3 is shown in the movie on pp. 250 in [11].

In Figs. 7.1{7.3 we show work-precision diagrams for our exponential integrator
and for the explicit Runge-Kutta integrator ode45 from the Matlab ODE
suite [28], which is based on a fth-order method of Dormand and Prince [3]. The
vertical axis shows the error at the end point t = 1, the horizontal axis gives the
exp4,
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= 2  10

10

2

number of ops. The markers  for exp4 and  for ode45 correspond to the error
tolerances atol=rtol= 10 3 , 10 3:5, : : : , 10 7:5. While the computational work of the
nonsti integrator increases drastically with growing , the performance of exp4 is
considerably less a ected.

7.2. A reaction-di usion equation with sti chemistry: the Robertson
example. The following example shows the behavior of the exponential integrator
for a very sti problem. We
dimensional di usion:
ut =
vt =
wt =

consider the Robertson reaction [12, pp. 3f] with one0:04u + 104vw + uxx
0:04u 104vw 3  107v 2 + vxx
3  107v 2 + wxx

for 0  x  1, 0  t  400 together with Neumann boundary conditions ux = vx =
wx = 0 at x = 0; 1, and initial values

u(x; 0) = 1 + sin(2x); v (x; 0) = w(x; 0) = 0 :
The di usion coecient is chosen as = 2  10 2. The second spatial derivative

is discretized on a uniform grid with 30 grid points. In this problem, the sti ness
originates from the reaction terms. We have chosen such a small problem because
we intend to illustrate the in uence of the Krylov approximation procedure to the
performance of the integrator. In Fig. 7.4 we show the step sizes as a function of time
in a double logarithmic scale with and without Krylov approximation of '( hA)v . As
this example has only dimension 90, '( hA) can here be computed by diagonalization.
For comparison, we also show the step size of the explicit integrator ode45 and the
sti integrator ode15s from the Matlab ODE suite [28], which uses a variant of a
BDF method. All the methods have been run with the same tolerances atol=rtol=
10 6 . It is seen that in this example the step size is always limited by the Krylov
process. The step size restriction does not appear very severe on the considered
time interval. Similar step size sequences are obtained for the Krylov-approximated
exponential method for higher-dimensional versions of the problem. However, the
limits of the Krylov approach show up when the integration is continued to very long
times. There, the step size remains essentially on the level seen at the right-most part
of Fig. 7.4. It has been observed that this behavior is largely due to roundo error
e ects.
7.3. A Schrodinger equation with time-dependent potential. As an example of a problem whose Jacobian has large imaginary eigenvalues we consider, following [23], the one-dimensional Schrodinger equation for = (x; t)
with the Hamiltonian

i @@t = H (x; t)
@ 2 +  x2 +  sin2 (t)x :
H (x; t) = 12 @x
2
2

This equation models an atom/molecule interacting with a high intensity CW laser.
The parameter values used were  = 10 and  = 100. The initial value was (x; 0) =
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Fig. 7.4. Step sizes versus time for the Robertson example.

e

px2 =2

, which corresponds to the eigenstate of the unforced harmonic oscillator
to the lowest energy level. Semi-discretization in space is done by a pseudospectral
method with N = 512 Fourier modes on the space interval x 2 [ a; a] for a = 10
with periodic boundary conditions. This leads to the non-autonomous linear system
of di erential equations for y = (y1; : : :; yN )T

y0 =

i



1 F 1D2 FN + diag
2 N



2
 x2j

+  sin2 (t)xj



y:

Here, yj (t) is an approximation to (xj ; t) at xj = a + j 2Na , FN is the discrete
Fourier-transform operator, and
D = i a diag(0; 1; : : :; N2 1; N2 ; N2 + 1; : : :; 1) :
The Jacobian is full but matrix-vector multiplications are obtained with O(N log N )
ops using FFT. In Fig. 7.5 we show the work-precision diagram at t = 1 for exp4, for
the standard nonsti and sti solvers ode45 and ode15s from the Matlab ODE suite,
and for a Matlab implementation of Hairer and Wanner's [12] Radau5 implicit RungeKutta code. The codes were used with tolerances atol=rtol= 10 3 ; 10 4; : : :; 10 8.
The surprisingly good behavior of the sti integrators ode15s and radau5 is due
to the following matrix-free implementation: In the simpli ed Newton iterations the
Jacobian was approximated by i=2FN 1D2FN , so that the linear systems could be
solved in O(N log N ) operations using FFT. Therefore, the computational cost per
time step was essentially the same as for an explicit method. Using the full Jacobian
would make the implicit methods completely inecient for this problem. We note,
however, that the performance of the versions with the simpli ed Jacobian deteriorates
when the parameters  and  increase.
The exponential code exp4 is clearly superior to the explicit integrator ode45.
For accuracy requirements more stringent than 10 4 , Fig. 7.5 shows an advantage for
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Fig. 7.5. Work-precision diagram for the Schrodinger equation.

exp4 also with respect to the implicit methods in their optimized versions discussed
above. This stems from the fact that exp4 is able to take much larger time steps than
the other integrators.
In computations with Schrodinger equations with time-independent Hamiltonian,
the use of Chebyshev approximations to the matrix exponential operator is very popular [16]. We therefore also implemented a version of exp4 where the Arnoldi process is
replaced by a Chebyshev approximation. In our numerical experiments the Chebyshev
version needed about twice as many ops as the Arnoldi-based implementation.
[We thank S. Gray for pointing out references [16] and [23].]
8. Conclusions and perspectives. In this paper we have introduced new integration methods which use matrix-vector multiplications with the exponential of the
Jacobian. In particular, we have studied Rosenbrock-like exponential methods. Since
a straightforward implementation of these methods is computationally expensive, we
have identi ed a subclass of \reduced" methods which are reformulated such that they
allow for an ecient implementation. Two promising fourth-order methods, which are
exact for linear constant-coecient problems, have been given in formulas (5.7) and
(5.8). The method (5.8), which o ers superior properties at slightly higher cost per
time step, has been implemented with Krylov subspace approximations to the matrix exponential operator in a code exp4. This implementation requires only function
evaluations and matrix-vector multiplications with the Jacobian.
Numerical experiments and theoretical considerations indicate that exponential
integrators are highly competitive for the following problem classes of large systems
of initial-value problems:
Mildly sti problems (e.g., reaction-convection-di usion problems with nonsti
reaction terms): The most ecient traditional methods are explicit integrators which
are used despite stability restrictions of the step size. For the special case where the
eigenvalues of the Jacobian are on the negative real axis, the high-stage Runge-KuttaChebyshev methods of van der Houwen and Sommeijer [14, 31] are known to be very
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successful. Here, the theory in [5, 13] and [31] tells us that the number of necessary
matrix-vector multiplications with the Jacobian in Krylov iterations for exponential
methods and the number of function evaluations in Runge-Kutta-Chebyshev
methods
p
needed to attain stability are both of the magnitude of hkAk. However, the Krylov
methods take advantage of clustered eigenvalues and of vectors with small components
in some eigendirections. There is no restriction to problems with eigenvalues near the
real axis for the exponential methods with Krylov approximations, and much larger
time steps than with standard explicit Runge-Kutta methods (such as the DormandPrince methods) can be taken.
Sti problems (e.g., reaction-di usion problems with sti reaction terms): For
high-dimensional systems, the standard approach is to use implicit methods (such as
BDF or Radau) where the linear systems are solved iteratively with the help of a
hopefully good and cheap preconditioner. If { and only if { an ecient preconditioner
is available, those methods are clearly favorable over the exponential methods proposed here, since it is not known how to precondition the iterative computation of
the matrix exponential operator. Due to the superlinear error reduction of the Krylov
approximations to the matrix exponential, exponential methods are often competitive
even without a preconditioner. We hope that future developments will allow to e ectively use ideas of preconditioning in the computation of the exponentials and hence
further enlarge the range of sti problems on which exponential methods are eciently
applicable.
Highly oscillatory problems (e.g., wave equations, Schrodinger equations, elastodynamics, and oscillatory electric circuits): Here, the proposed exponential methods
are able to resolve high frequencies to the required error tolerance without the severe
time step restrictions of standard schemes. Time step restrictions of an often milder
type still occur because of nonlinear e ects and because of limitations of the iteration number in the Krylov process. The latter are less severe when the eigenvalues of
the Jacobian are clustered. The good resolution of high frequencies with exponential
methods is in contrast to usual implicit integrators used with large time steps, which
either damp high frequencies or map them to one and the same frequency (or nearly
so) in the discretization.
It will be interesting to see how the new methods perform in real-life scienti c
problems.
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